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Facility Selection Model for BOPS Service for an Omni-Channel Retail Chain

Abstract—Retail sector around the world is going through a transition due to digitalization. Customers now demand convenience of online channel with instant fulfillment of offline channel. As a result, the concept of omni-channel retailing has come into existence. In omni-channel retailing, both the channels of a firm are fully or partially integrated. There are many strategies that may be developed by retailers for efficient functioning of the omni-channel retail chain. The choice of such a strategy depends upon the comparative benefits that can be derived from them. One such strategy gaining immense attention of retailers is the Buy Online Pickup in Store (BOPS) strategy. In order to understand this BOPS, we conducted a detail case study of an Indian multi-channel retail chain who is considering the option of launching BOPS option in few of its retail stores. The focus is to evaluate and select a fixed number of operational retail stores to also act as pick-up points for online deliveries. K-means clustering is utilized for formation of retail zones as per the number of retail stores to be selected. The retail stores in each zone are evaluated on the basis of a number of criteria such as demand, inventory carrying capacity, cost, and population characteristics using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Complex Proportional Assessment-Grey (COPRAS-G). Based on these evaluations the best suitable retail store is selected for expansion from each zone. The result implications drawn in the study can provide an understanding of the future strategies that can be developed by the decision makers of the firm for launching the BOPS option. The study can also be beneficial to other Indian retail firms who can derive meaningful insights from the findings.

Index Terms—AHP-COPRAS-G, BOPS, Omni-channel Retailing, Location Selection, BOPS

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a significant change in the retail sector all over the world. Increasing reach of online channel and rising digitalization has changed the purchasing behavior of customers [1]-[3]. Retail firms are now offering products at both online as well as bricks and mortar stores [4]. Traditional retail firms are adding an additional online channel to their channel mix and online retail firms are opening their bricks and mortar stores themselves or in collaboration with other firms [5]. Thus, a huge number of retail firms have adopted Multi-Channel (MC) approach of retailing [6]. However, these channels operate independently (of the same firm) and often compete with each other [7]. As a result, supply chains of the retail firms are now fragmented and it becomes difficult for them to provide superior customer experience [5]. To overcome these drawbacks of MC retailing, retail firms have started integrating their channels which has given rise to Omni-Channel (OC) retailing. In OC retailing, different channels of the retail firm operate in an integrated manner and customers can switch between the channels easily [5]. It is a holistic approach to retailing in which all the channels are capitalized as customer touchpoints [8]. Thus, MC retail firms all over the world are now focused upon achieving this integration amongst their different channels. For instance, brands such as Van Heusen, Pepperfry, Raymond’s, and Zivame have launched their digitally immersive flagship stores in India and Adidas has introduced a technology called endless-aisle technology in its retail stores as part of their OC strategy [9].

Earlier the retail firms were focused upon deciding which channel should be used for their product(s) and whether they should venture into MC retailing or not. However, their focus has now shifted towards understanding how they can integrate and manage their multiple channels efficiently to provide satisfactory customer experience [10]. In this regard, the challenge faced by the retail firms in integrating their online and offline channels is the difference between the two in terms of delivery of information regarding the product and the way in which product fulfillment is performed [11]. Nevertheless, despite the challenges in OC retailing, retail firms have options of various combinations for information delivery and product fulfillment, which introduces new opportunities. Reference [12] represented these combinations in the form of an information fulfillment matrix, based on which a number of OC strategies are being adopted by the retail firms. For instance, retail firms like Oasis, REI, Timberland, Orvis, VIP.com, Sephora, and many more have become world leaders in implementing OC strategy by synergizing both their online and offline channels. However, in countries like India, retail firms are still struggling with the identification of best OC strategy and its effective implementation. Reference [13] conducted a survey to identify which strategy for OC retailing is of highest priority for MC retail firms in Europe and USA based on which it was concluded that Buy-On-Online-Pickup-in-Store (BOPS) has strategic priority for MC retail firms all over the world [14].

Under BOPS, the customers can buy the desired product online and can pick the product themselves from the nearby pickup point. Amazon was the first retail firm to launch in-store pickup service in India in 2014 [15]. After observing the success of Amazon’s in-store pickup service, a number of other retail firms in India like Flipkart, DMart, Reliance Retail, Croma, Lifestyle, etc. have also launched this service [16]-[18]. Customers’ nowadays want absolute guarantee of product availability when they visit the store, instantaneous picking and tracking, and to pay for their purchase when they pick their orders [13]. BOPS option permits the customers to reap the benefits of both the channels. They can explore and buy the product online and can get it instantly
which leads to reduced waiting time and saves shipping fee [19]. Moreover, customers enjoy the benefit of hassle-free shopping experience at retail store as their items are already packed when they arrive [14]. Implementing BOPS is not only beneficial for customers but also for the retail firms [3]. BOPS boosts store traffic which leads to increased sales. Moreover, customers visiting the retail stores for picking up their order may buy some additional products during their visit [20], [21]. Introduction of BOPS also increases the environment friendliness of the supply chain as it alleviates traffic congestion [22]. Thus, to reap these benefits of BOPS, a number of MC retail firms in India are planning to launch BOPS option for their customers [23].

However, the key challenge of Indian retail firms is to re-configure their supply chains for adopting BOPS strategy which includes the selection of the right set of retail stores to be expanded as pick-up points for online orders. Most retailers agree that adopting an all-inclusive strategy of expanding all their retail stores to act as pick-up locations for BOPS orders may not be beneficial [24]. One of the other major reasons for being selective is inadequate inventory carrying capacity of retail store, which can act as a barrier in order fulfillment and may lead to stock-outs and consequently affecting walk-in customers’ shopping experience [13], [25]. Moreover, BOPS option requires manual operations, thus, insufficient staffing levels at the retail store may lead to untimely delivery of BOPS orders and also hinder offline customers [26]. Therefore, launching the BOPS option may affect the performance of both the online as well as offline channels of the firm. As highlighted earlier, the efficient working of a retail store as a pickup point depends upon a number of conflicting factors like store characteristics which include inventory carrying capacity of the store, availability of staff, accessibility of retail store; population structure near the retail store; and a number of other factors [24], [27], [28]. Moreover, the decision of selection of retail store as pick up point is strategic in nature which may affect other supply chain decisions immensely and must be made in consensus with all the Decision Makers (DMs) of the company. Clearly, there is a need for Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) for selecting the best suitable retail stores to be expanded as pick-up points. However, there is limited research that addresses how MC retail firms can launch BOPS service, and none of the studies have developed mathematical framework for guiding retail firms in determining the number of retail stores to be expanded as pickup points and selecting them from the ones available.

Hence, with this context of MC retail firms moving towards OC retailing by launching BOPS option, this research considers an important decision that can help these retail firms in attaining efficient and effective customer service at lower costs. With this motivation, we have developed an analytical framework for helping MC retail firms in India, taking a particular case of an apparel retail chain, in identifying a subset of their retail stores which can act as pickup locations for BOPS orders. The key objectives to achieve the purpose are:

- To identify the attributes for evaluation of retail stores based on customers’ expectation and firm’s capabilities for selection in OC retailing.
- To develop an MCDM based mathematical model for the evaluation and selection of retail stores based on selected attributes in each demand zone.

The problem of retail store selection as pick up points is a MCDM problem as it is influenced by many tangible criteria (like operational cost, expansion cost, inventory carrying cost, etc.) and intangible criteria (like accessibility of retail store, expansion possibility of retail store, population characteristics and so on) and the firms have to consider the economic and practical feasibility of expansion which can be done with the help of a number of experts like retail operations manager, marketing manager, financial advisor, and so on [29]. Therefore, the present study aims to achieve the above objectives by developing an integrated MCDM model to help an Indian MC retail firm to evaluate and select its retail stores for expansion as pickup points for BOPS orders. Initially, the firm’s existing retail stores are clustered into a fixed number of retail zones using K-means clustering. A literature survey is carried out to identify the criteria for evaluation. The identified criteria are prioritized based on DMs’ preferences using Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) in order to obtain their weights of importance. The retail stores in each cluster are then evaluated using the identified criteria with the help of Complex Proportional Assessment-Grey (COPRAS-G) method and the best ranked retail store from each retail zone is selected for expansion.

The originality of this study which distinguishes it from other studies in this field lies in development of a novel integrated model for an Indian MC retail firm which can aid the firm in evaluation of retail stores based on an exhaustive list of criteria for expansion as pickup points. The remainder of the article is organized as follows: section two presents the literature review on the work done in the field of OC retailing and specifically related to BOPS strategy. The case problem under study is described in section three. The proposed methodology for selection of retail stores is presented in section four. The analytical framework is numerically validated and the results are presented in section five. Theoretical and managerial implications are presented in section six and section seven concludes the study by highlighting the future scope.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are various challenges faced by retailers while implementing OC retailing. Some of these include the following: marketing-related barriers [8], [30] which correspond to problems related to product assortment [8], [12] and inconsistency of product lines and prices [12], [31]; supply chain and logistics related barriers [32], [33] such as inability to establish a unified information system [32], [34] and inability to leverage on integrated processes [8], [10]; organizational management related barriers [34] which include competitiveness [35] and intra-organizational resistance [36]. On the other hand, apart from these challenges,
OC retailing presents a number of opportunities such as enhanced customer service [12], [33], expanded market share [32], increased product promotion and price transparency [33], [37], and infusion of business innovation [8], [36]. To capitalize on these opportunities, the SC managers must focus on choosing the right OC strategy and re-configuration of the supply chain network and related logistics activities accordingly [38].

There are many studies which have worked on the selection of OC retailing strategies [12], [13], [36], [38]. The decision of adoption of OC retailing strategy is predominantly influenced by customers’ numerous requirements and varied profile [21], [39], [40]. Furthermore, customers’ channel selection decision generally depends upon two types of factors; factors in control of the company such as available channel information, channel convenience, channel price advantage, etc. and factors such as customers’ previous shopping experience, their impulsiveness, need for touch, perception, and attractiveness [3], [39], [40]. Therefore, to amalgamate all these varied channel characteristics and customer preferences, strategies like cross-channel inventory availability information, new delivery modes like in store pickup, and into the store returns can be beneficial for retailers [21]. In a study conducted by [14], authors have assessed that BOPS option is beneficial for customers in two ways: it provides real time knowledge about inventory availability at the retail store and it reduces the hassle cost of shopping. In terms of the retailers too, study by [39] concludes that hybrid strategies like BOPS can be extremely beneficial for OC retailers. To understand the various scenarios under which BOPS strategy can work for retailers in a competitive market, the reader can refer to [41].

In the survey conducted by [13] on OC retail firms in US and Europe, the author found that providing store pickup service has become a must for customers and OC retailers are focusing on the execution of BOPS strategy effectively. As a result, many researchers have conducted various empirical studies to understand and analyze the strategies for implementation of BOPS. Reference [3] have conducted a survey in USA to understand how customers’ intention to use BOPS is affected by the innovation characteristics and perceived risk associated with online shopping. The analysis was done taking into account the effects of situational factors like location convenience and the product type. Reference [20] have analyzed the impact of BOPS implementation in USA in terms of cross-selling effect and channel-shift effect. The impact is analyzed based on the cart abandonment rate for both the channels. Reference [42] recommended that to fulfill both traditional and BOPS orders at the retail store in China, unit inventory carrying cost and the arrival rate of customers for collecting BOPS orders, both play important roles in determining the size of service area. It can be observed from the above discussion that there have been various empirical studies related to OC retailing in countries like US, UK, and Europe. However, similar studies focusing on adoption of OC retailing in emerging economies like India are scant.

Apart from empirical studies, a number of researchers have developed mathematical models for effective implementation of BOPS strategy. For instance, [43] have developed mathematical models to study the BOPS strategy with pre-orders for a retailer in the presence of informed and uninformed customers. Reference [44] have identified the conditions under which dual-channel retailers should adopt this strategy using mathematical models. Reference [44] have assessed the impact of introducing BOPS service on the sales and returns of both online and offline channels for a U.S. based jewelry retailer. Reference [25] have developed a mathematical model for determining the minimum picking rate needed in stores for achieving desired service level and the optimal number and timings of picking waves the retailer should execute in an ordering cycle for fulfilling BOPS orders. Reference [22] have developed a stylized model to identify the conditions when uniform pricing strategy and BOPS strategy might dominate. The location of pickup points for collecting BOPS orders plays an important role in the success of this strategy. There is limited research related to the identification of location for pickup points for BOPS orders in OC retailing. Reference [24] have developed a mathematical model for specifying which retail store should be presented to online customer at the time of checkout for order picking. Customers’ preferences are modelled for a retail store based on the geographical location. Reference [27] have studied the spatiotemporal location problem in an OC environment. In their study, demand is predicted at some potential locations for pickup points for BOPS orders based on demographic, economic, business location, historical sales, and operations data using a number of machine learning techniques. Based on the predicted demand, a mathematical model is developed to determine the optimal pickup location configuration and schedule for their trucks. It can be observed that none of the above-mentioned studies have developed an exhaustive evaluation process prior to the selection of pickup points. Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, integration of essential attributes such as operational and expansion cost of the retail store, scope of expansion of the store, workforce availability and so on have not been considered together with the attributes corresponding to BOPS facility location in any of the previous studies as has been done in this study. Moreover, since the location selection problem is dependent on a number of criteria, it is an MCDM problem. Nonetheless, the evaluation and selection of retail stores based on a set of criteria using integrated MCDM models as done in this study has never been done before.

Thus, the above highlighted research gap brings forth the following research contributions of this study:

- In the research related to OC retailing, a number of studies exist that address the issues related to OC retailing in developed countries like US, UK, Europe, and China. However, in this paper the focus is on the implementation of OC retailing in emerging economies like India. In this paper we have considered the case of an Indian apparel retail firm for developing a framework for pickup location selection for BOPS orders.

- Identification of set of criteria for the selection of location of retail stores is imperative for effective decision making. Thus, in this study we have identified an exhaustive list of criteria for the selection of a retail store to function as pickup location for collecting BOPS orders. The basis for identification of majority of the criteria is specifically related to
customer preferences, their demographics, and convenience. Additionally, a number of traditional criteria of location selection decision making like cost, availability, and so on have also been considered. In contrast, most existing studies on selection of retail stores have not considered such specific customer-centric criteria as they have not studied the problem of expansion of existing retail stores to act as pickup points for BOPS orders.

- The most noteworthy contribution of the paper is development of an integrated MCDM model for evaluation and selection of pick up points. First, the retail zones are identified using $K$-means clustering. Secondly, the importance ratings of criteria are identified using AHP. Finally, to select a retail store in each zone, we have used COPRAS-G method to prioritize each retail store based on the criteria and their importance ratings.

III. CASE PROBLEM

This section presents the case of a leading Indian MC apparel retail firm XYZ (name not disclosed due to reasons of confidentiality) which is inclined towards OC retailing. The firm is a leader in ethnic women clothing segment and has an annual turnover of INR 300 crores. Its product portfolio includes everyday wear, work wear, casual wear, and festive wear clothing for women. With market for women’s ethnic apparel growing rapidly in India and increasing competition day by day, it is imperative for XYZ to always keep implementing innovative strategies to attract customers. The firm is a market leader in terms of product development, manufacturing, and sourcing. The efficient supply chain management practices of the firm differentiate it from its competitors.

The product development process of the firm utilizes in-depth market survey and data analysis. Since women’s ethnic wear requires a wide range of fabric and other material, therefore the firm has developed an extensive procurement network for sourcing the raw material. It has built a long-term relationship with its suppliers which ensures quality and timely product delivery to its customers. For selling the products, well established offline as well as online channels are operational which cater to the customer demand from all over India. Fig. 1 illustrates the supply chain network of the retail firm. Currently, there are dedicated central warehouses for online and offline modes of product fulfilment. The products for offline mode are transported to retail stores from the central warehouse for offline orders based on retailers’ demand. Offline demand is satisfied through these retail stores. The online orders are packed at the central warehouse dedicated to cater online orders. These packed orders are transported to regional warehouses from the central warehouse and delivered to the final customers.

![Fig. 1. Supply Chain Network of the Firm.](image)

Based on a detailed analysis of both the online as well as offline customer demands and the associated distribution activities, the firm has realized that the offline and online modes of delivery can be combined to reduce unnecessary extra movement of vehicles. However, this decision should be taken in such a manner that the demands of both the channels are not compromised upon. Based on the deliberation amongst the DMs, the firm has decided to integrate the supply chain of both the modes through BOPS (bold dotted line represented in Fig. 1). It is understood by the firm that this strategic decision can lead to improved productivity through sharing of resources for various activities like inventory holding, transportation, and so on. It will also help in increasing the flexibility of the supply chain as a whole. However, integration of both the channels through BOPS may pose a number of challenges like increased complexity of supply chain, risk of channel conflicts, convoluted inventory, and channel management. These challenges amplify in emerging economies like India due to the presence additional unorganized players in the retail sector. Increase in unpredictability in the customer behavior is a direct off-shoot of these problems in the supply chain. Therefore, the implementation of OC retailing strategies is faced with a lot of uncertainty as it is highly dependent on the customer demands.

It has been recognized by many researchers and practitioners that instead of opening new pickup points for order picking, conversion of retail stores to function as pickup points can be most beneficial for the firm [24]. Some of the reasons for this popular belief are: (i) reduction in the cost of operating separate facilities, (ii) increase in potential cross-selling, (iii) increased store sales, and (iv) impulse buying. Hence, the DMs of the firm have decided that establishment of pickup points for customers must take precedence over other decisions related to the integration of both channels. With due deliberation, it is further acknowledged by the DMs that it may not be beneficial for the firm to adopt an all-inclusive policy, that is, converting all the retail stores to function
as pickup points. Doing so may lead to demand clashes between the two channels due to limited availability of inventory carrying capacity, unavailability of space, unavailability of workforce, etc. Therefore, the firm needs to first select a fixed number of retail stores from among the existing ones, to function as pickup points.

This forms the base of the problem addressed in this study. The scope of this study is limited to the implementation of OC retailing through BOPS in the National Capital Region (NCR) of India. There are 53 retail stores of the firm in total. Out of these 53 retail stores, after due deliberation among the DMs, the first level of screening was conducted based on criteria like scope of expansion, availability of resources, offline demand, and so on, 46 retail stores were chosen for the second level of evaluation. Therefore, in total 46 retail stores marked in Fig. 2 are considered for expansion as pickup points. The study aims at evaluating all the 46 retail stores based on a number of criteria like online and offline demands, various costs like inventory carrying cost, operational costs; scope of expansion, capacity, accessibility, population characteristics, etc. and then identifying those retail stores which can be converted as pickup points. Thus, to select retail stores for expansion the firm must focus on the following:

- Analyze the geographical customer demand and decide upon how many retail stores must be selected for expansion.
- Identify the criteria for the evaluation of these retail stores for selection by incorporating firm’s capabilities, customers’ expectations, and customers’ characteristics.
- Select the retail stores based on the identified criteria.

The proposed methodology used to help the firm in achieving these objectives is presented in the next section.

![Fig. 2. Store Locations in NCR.](image)

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To help the firm in evaluating and selecting its retail stores for expansion (as pickup points), a three-step framework is developed. The framework is described in detail in this section and is given as follows:

A. Formation of Retail Zones Using K-means Clustering

Based on the analysis of the geographical customer demand, the firm believes that all the demand can be met smoothly and without much financial burden if 7 retail stores are chosen. To ensure effective demand coverage of the entire NCR, the demand zones are clustered into 7 retail-zones using K-means clustering and a retail store from each retail-zone must be selected for expansion. K-means clustering is used to develop 7 independent and non-overlapping retail zones of retail stores. It is one of the most widely used partitional clustering algorithm [46], [47]. The latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates of the retail stores are
utilized for classifying the retail stores into fixed number of retail zones. In $K$-means clustering, the clusters are formed by minimizing the within cluster variance of the observations in each cluster [48]. Given a data set represented by $Y = \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_N\}$ in $R^M$, that is the data set consists of $N$ observations each described by $M$ attributes. With the help of $K$-means clustering, these observations are divided into $K$ exhaustive and mutually exclusive clusters represented by $C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_K\}$, $\cup_{i=1}^{K} c_i = Y$ and $c_i \cap c_j = \emptyset$, $i, j = 1, 2, ..., K; i \neq j$. The within cluster variance, the Sum of Squared Error (SSE) is calculated as given in equation (1) [49]:

$$SSE = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \sum_{y_j \in c_i} \left\| y_j - a_i \right\|$$

where, $\left\| . \right\|$ denotes the Euclidean norm (distance) and $a_i = \frac{1}{|c_i|} \sum_{y_j \in c_i} y_j$ is the centroid of cluster $c_i$ having $|c_i|$ observations. The objective of $K$-means clustering is to develop clusters such that the SSE is minimized.

The output of $K$-means clustering is highly sensitive to the initial set of centroids used for performing the clustering [50]. If it is not chosen properly, then the algorithm may converge towards a local optimal solution for the objective function. For finding a solution as close to the global optimal solution as possible, initialization methods are used. In this paper, the $K$-means clustering algorithm proposed by [51] is used to cluster the retail stores of the MC retail firm. The steps of which are as follows:

**Step 1: Initialization:** For initializing the clustering algorithm, the log-linear time complexity initialization algorithm developed by [51] is used. According to this algorithm, the observations in $Y$ are arranged in accordance of their distance from $F$, that is the mean of all the observations. The initial centroid for $i^{th}$ cluster, $a_i^*$, is the $\left(1 + \frac{(i-1)N}{K}\right)^{th}$ observation.

**Step 2: Cluster Assignment:** Next the distance of each observation from these $K$ centroids is calculated and the observations are assigned to that cluster whose centroid is closest to them.

**Step 3: Centroid Update:** New and updated centroids for each cluster are calculated using equation (2)

$$a_i = \frac{1}{|c_i|} \sum_{y_j \in c_i} y_j$$

**Step 4: Iteration:** Steps 2 and 3 are iterated to minimize SSE until the cluster assignments stop changing or the maximum number of iterations is reached.

Once the retail zones are made through $K$-means, selection of one retail store for expansion from each zone needs to be done. This is explained in the section that follows.

**B. AHP-COPRAS-G Technique for Evaluation and Selection of Retail Stores**

The next step is to evaluate the retail stores on the basis of multiple criteria. The aim is to select one retail store from each retail zone. The integrated AHP-COPRAS-G technique has been utilized for the same. The criteria for evaluation are determined through literature survey and focus group discussions. AHP is used to estimate the importance of each criterion based on judgements of the DMs. COPRAS-G is used to calculate the priority rating of retail stores in each zone. Since, there is uncertainty in the available information related to criteria; therefore, we have used a grey approach for selection. The steps are explained in detail in the following subsections.

1) **Identification of criteria for evaluation of retail stores**

There have been many studies regarding multi-criteria analysis for facility selection [52]-[54], however the literature related to retail store location selection problem is limited. Moreover, identification of criteria for evaluation of stores is a crucial process as it depends upon many factors like location characteristics such as accessibility, availability of workforce, attractiveness, and so on along with population characteristics near the retail store such as average monthly income, gender, population size, density of population, and so on [55]-[57]. Recent study by [28] lists a comprehensive list of criteria used by various researchers for store location selection. However, the selection of retail stores for expansion as pickup points must involve a wider range of factors such as store characteristics defined by inventory carrying capacity, workforce productivity, number of checkout counters, etc.; population structure near the retail store defined by percentage of young, population density, etc. Moreover, some additional financial attributes like cost of expansion, hiring cost of staff, etc. also play important role in store evaluation for expansion. Thus, in this paper, post a thorough literature survey, we have selected 18 criteria for retail store expansion through extensive discussions with the DMs. Table I lists down the identified criteria along with their brief description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Inventory Carrying Cost</td>
<td>The per unit inventory carrying cost at the retail store</td>
<td>[28], [58]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C2 Expansion Cost The per square foot expansion cost of the retail store [55], [59]
C3 Labor Charges The monthly average labor charges at the retail store [28]
C4 Operational Cost The average monthly operational cost of the retail store [28], [55], [58], [60]
C5 Workforce Availability The availability of additional workforce at the retail store [61]
C6 Scope of Expansion The possibility of expansion of the retail store as pick-up point [55], [57], [59], [60]
C7 Size of Offline Demand The average daily traditional demand at the retail store [28], [58], [60], [62]
C8 Responsiveness to Customers Responsiveness towards customers’ demand which affects the waiting time of the customers [26]
C9 Inventory Carrying Capacity The total inventory carrying capacity of the retail store [13], [25], [57]
C10 Ease of Accessibility The ease of access of the retail store to the customers which includes parking convenience, vehicle traffic density, store visibility, distance to main road, etc. [28], [55], [56], [58], [63]
C11 Proximity to Demand The average distance that the customers are covering to come to that retail store [28], [56], [60], [62]
C12 Percentage Elderly The percentage of elderly population amongst the potential customers of the retail store [28], [62]
C13 Educational Level The average educational level of the potential customers of the retail store [28]
C14 Population Density The density of population in the neighborhood of the retail store [28], [55], [57], [62]
C15 Purchasing Power The purchasing power of the residents of the neighborhood of the retail store [28], [55], [57]

Evaluating each of the retail store based on the 18 criteria listed above will be a time-consuming and costly process. Therefore, to simplify the selection process and to make it less time consuming, focus group discussions are conducted with managers and personnel at various retail stores to identify the most critical criteria for evaluating and selecting the retail stores for expansion. Focus group discussions, also known as the process of group interviewing, is an effective qualitative research methodology [65]. A number of structured, semi-structured or unstructured interviews are conducted to study the problem under consideration. It provides the researcher the benefit of interviewing multiple respondents simultaneously and systematically [66].

In this study, the focus group discussions with managers of various retail stores were audio taped and transcribed to allow systematic analysis of the discussions. The duration of discussion was approximately 1 hour and a moderator was responsible for facilitating discussion. The semi-structured questioning approach was adopted by the research team who formulated the questions to be asked during these discussions. The semi-structured format helped in maintaining consistency across multiple groups and also allowed for flexibility in accordance to the topics raised during discussions and the level of participation of each participant. The questions were primarily aimed at assessing the importance of each criteria in evaluating and selecting retail stores for expansion as pickup points considering firms’ capabilities, capital investments and customers’ expectations. Based on these discussions it was understood that to reduce the number of criteria without losing the essence of each criteria, it would be ideal to group the criteria having high interdependencies and assessing similar characteristics of the store. For instance, criteria like inventory carrying cost, expansion cost, labor charges and operational cost are all inter-related and contribute towards evaluating the financial outcomes so they can be considered together as cost criteria. Similarly, other criteria are also combined as per their inter-relationships to form 5 key criteria for evaluation and selection listed in Table II. The final criteria listed in Table II are used for evaluating and selecting the retail stores for expansion.

| TABLE II | FINAL CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF RETAIL STORES |
|---|---|---|
| Notation | Key Criteria | Includes |
| KC1 | Cost | C1, C2, C3, C4 |
| KC2 | Expansion Possibility | C6, C7, C9, C16 |
| KC3 | Accessibility | C10, C11 |
| KC4 | Attractiveness | C8, C17, C18 |
| KC5 | Population Characteristics | C5, C12, C13, C14, C15 |

2) Calculation of criteria weights using AHP

AHP is a powerful group decision making technique for evaluation of alternatives based on criteria of tangible as well as intangible nature [67, 68]. It is very effective in checking consistency in DMs judgements, as opposed to many other MCDM techniques [69, 70]. In the present scenario, AHP is ideally suited for evaluation of criteria as the problem structuring associated with developing the pairwise comparison matrices give significant insights into which criterion most influence the location selection decision. The following are the steps of AHP method utilized in this study [67]:

**Step 1: Construction of Pair-wise Comparison Matrix:** For each DM \( l \), a pair-wise comparison matrix \( P = \{ p_{uv} \} \) is developed, where \( n \) is the total number of criteria to be compared and \( p_{uv} \) represents the pair-wise comparison between criterion \( C_u \) and criterion \( C_v \), given by the \( l^{\text{th}} \) DM using a nine-point scale defined by [71] given in Table III. Note that \( p_{uv} = \frac{1}{p_{vu}} \) for \( u, v = 1, 2, ..., n \).
**Intensity of Importance of** \( C_i \) **over** \( C_j \) **(value of** \( p_{ij} \)):**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of ( p_{ij} )</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equal importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Weak importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Essential or strong importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Demonstrated importance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 2: Consistency Check of the Judgement Matrices:** The consistency of the pair-wise comparison matrix is checked to establish the consistency of judgements of the DMs [68]. For this purpose, Consistency Index (CI) for \( l \)th DM \( CI_l \) and Consistency Ratio (CR) for \( l \)th DM \( CR_l \) of the pair-wise comparison matrices are calculated as given below:

\[
CI_l = \frac{\lambda_{\text{max}} - n}{n-1} \quad \forall l
\]

where \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) is the principal eigenvalue of matrix \( P_l \) such that \( P_l \times w_i = \lambda_{\text{max}} \times w_i \)

and \( CR_l = \frac{CI_l}{RI_n} \quad \forall l \)

where \( RI_n \) represents Random Index with respect to \( n \) as defined in Table 4.

**TABLE IV RANDOM INDEX (RI) VALUES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix Size</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Consistency Index</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pair-wise comparison matrix \( P_l \) is said to be consistent when the value of \( CR < 0.1 \).

**Step 3: Determining the Average Comparison Matrix:** Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for each DM and then an average pair-wise comparison matrix \( \bar{P} \) is formulated by using the geometric means of the pair-wise comparison matrices provided by multiple DMs. Thus, \( \bar{P} = \left( \prod_l p_{ij}^{1/l} \right) \).

**Step 4: Consistency Check of the Average Judgement Matrix:** The consistency of the average judgement matrix \( P \) obtained in Step 3 is checked as defined in Step 2.

**Step 5: Calculation of Priority Vector:** The priority vector \( w \) defining the weights of each criterion is calculated by normalizing the geometric mean of the rows of the above matrix \( P \).

3) **Zone-wise evaluation and selection of retail stores for expansion using COPRAS-G**

The final step of the proposed methodology is to evaluate and select the most suitable retail store for expansion in each retail zone using COPRAS-G method [72]. The principal idea behind COPRAS method is to evaluate the alternatives in terms of their significance and degree of utility [73]. The COPRAS-G method is based on the application of grey system given by [74] along with COPRAS method. The idea behind grey system is the uncertainty and availability of incomplete information [75]. Due to unavailability of complete information related to some criteria, we have used COPRAS-G method. The following steps defined by [72] have been used in this paper:

**Step 1: Construction of Decision Matrix:** In this step a decision matrix \( \otimes D = [\otimes d_{su}]_{msu} \) is constructed where \( \otimes d_{su} = [d_{su}; \bar{d}_{su}] \forall s = 1,2,...,m; u = 1,2,...,n \) such that \( d_{su} \) is the smallest limit and \( \bar{d}_{su} \) is the highest limit of alternative \( s \) with respect to criterion \( u \).

**Step 2: Normalize the Decision Matrix:** In this step the decision matrix obtained in the previous step is normalized using equations (5) and (6) given below:

\[
\tilde{d}_{su} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{s=1}^{n} d_{su} + \sum_{s=1}^{n} \bar{d}_{su} \right) = \frac{2d_{su}}{\sum_{s=1}^{n} d_{su} + \sum_{s=1}^{n} \bar{d}_{su}} \quad (5)
\]

\[
\tilde{\bar{d}}_{su} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{s=1}^{n} d_{su} + \sum_{s=1}^{n} \bar{d}_{su} \right) = \frac{2\bar{d}_{su}}{\sum_{s=1}^{n} d_{su} + \sum_{s=1}^{n} \bar{d}_{su}} \quad (6)
\]

Thus, a normalized decision matrix \( \otimes \tilde{D} = [\tilde{d}_{su}; \tilde{\bar{d}}_{su}] \) is obtained.

**Step 3: Formulation of Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix:** In this step a weighted normalized decision matrix \( \otimes \tilde{D} = \left[ \tilde{d}_{su}; \tilde{\bar{d}}_{su} \right] \) is constructed as given in (7) and (8)
\[ \hat{d}_u = \tilde{d}_u \cdot w_u \]  
\[ \hat{d}_u = \tilde{d}_u \cdot w_u \]  

where \( w_u \) is the weight of the \( u^{th} \) criterion obtained through AHP.

Step 4: Determination of Relative Significance of Each Alternative: For finding out the significance of each alternative, first the sums of the criterion values whose larger values are more preferable are calculated as given in equation (9) below:

\[ P_i = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{u=1}^{u} \left( \hat{d}_u + \hat{\tilde{d}}_u \right) \]  

In equation (9), \( t \) is the number of those criteria which are to be maximized.

Similarly, the sums \( R_i \) of the criterion whose smaller values are preferable are calculated as given in equation (10) below:

\[ R_i = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{s=1}^{s} \left( \hat{d}_s + \hat{\tilde{d}}_s \right) \]  

The relative significance of each alternative is calculated as given below in equation (11):

\[ Q_s = P_s + \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} R_i}{ \sum_{i=1}^{m} R_i} \]  

The alternatives can be selected based on their levels of relative significance.

V. NUMERICAL VALIDATION

The methodology discussed in the previous section is applied to the case problem under consideration. This section highlights the findings from its successful implementation.

A. Formation of Retail Zones

For the construction of retail zones, we have applied \( K \)-means clustering algorithm (\( K=7 \)) using ‘kmeans’ function in R programming software (version 3.6.1). Fig. 2 shows the locations of 46 retail stores to be grouped into 7 retail zones using \( K \)-means clustering. The retail zones are formed depending upon the closeness of retail stores, that is, their Euclidean distance from each other. The grouping of retail stores into retail zones helps in increasing the demand coverage and better utilization of resources as the retail stores are spread over the vast area of NCR. Using the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates corresponding to these retail store locations, the \( K \)-means algorithm is used to construct 7 retail zones. Table V lists the retail stores in each of the 7 retail zones constructed through \( K \)-means algorithm and Fig. 3 illustrates the retail zones thus formed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
<th>Zone 4</th>
<th>Zone 5</th>
<th>Zone 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V3S Mall, Lakshmi Nagar</td>
<td>Ambience Gurgaon</td>
<td>Select City Gurgaon</td>
<td>New Manglapuri, Mandi Road, Sultanpur</td>
<td>Pacific Mall, Subhash Nagar</td>
<td>Connaught Place E Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirapuram, Ghaziabad</td>
<td>MG Road, Gurgaon</td>
<td>DLF Promenade, Vasant Kunj</td>
<td>Vikaspuri</td>
<td>Jawahar Nagar, Kamla Nagar</td>
<td>Rani Bagh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahagun Metro Mall, Ghaziabad</td>
<td>Galleria Market, Gurgaon</td>
<td>Lajpat Nagar</td>
<td>Shankar Chowk, Janakpur</td>
<td>Padam Singh Road, Karol Bagh</td>
<td>Connaught Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great India Place, Noida</td>
<td>Malibu Town, Gurgaon</td>
<td>DLF Mall, Saket</td>
<td>Janakpur</td>
<td>Radha Krishna Nagar, Kirti Nagar</td>
<td>Moments Mall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mall of India, Noida</td>
<td>DLF Phase I, Gurgaon</td>
<td>MGF Mall, Gurgaon</td>
<td>Ramphal Chowk, Dwarka</td>
<td>City Centre, Rohini</td>
<td>City Centre, Rohini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logix City Centre, Noida</td>
<td>Ansal Plaza, Gurgaon</td>
<td>South Ex. II</td>
<td>Sector 5, Dwarka</td>
<td>West Patel Nagar</td>
<td>City Centre, Rohini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mall of India, Noida</td>
<td>DLF Phase I, Gurgaon</td>
<td>South Ex. I</td>
<td>Tilak Nagar</td>
<td>Ashok Vihar</td>
<td>Paschim Vihar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan Market</td>
<td>Sarojini Nagar</td>
<td>Model Town</td>
<td>Model Town</td>
<td>City Square Mall</td>
<td>City Square Mall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malviya Nagar</td>
<td>Malviya Nagar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The alternatives can be selected based on their levels of relative significance.
B. Evaluation and Selection of Retail Stores for Expansion

The main objective of the study is to select one retail store for expansion in each of the retail zones. Prior to selection, a two-step evaluation process is conducted. First, the evaluation scores of criteria defined in Table II are determined using AHP, results of which are presented in B.1. Second, the retail stores are evaluated based on the criteria using COPRAS-G. The findings are illustrated in section B.2. For the evaluation process, a team of 6 DMs of the firm is constituted which includes Retail Operations Manager (DM1), Public Relations Manager (DM2), Inventory Control Manager (DM3), Distribution and Logistics Manager (DM4), Finance Manager (DM5) and Information Technology Manager (DM6).

1) Prioritization of criteria of evaluation

Each of the DMs were asked to fill up a questionnaire and based on their responses, the pair-wise comparison matrices of attributes are formulated. Through the questionnaire, the DMs were asked to provide relative importance ratings of criteria with respect to each other using the scale defined in Table III. Based on their responses, the pair-wise comparison matrices are constructed. For instance, Table VI provides the pair-wise comparison matrix given by DM1. Once the consistency of these matrices have been established, they have been aggregated using geometric mean to determine the aggregate pair-wise comparison matrix of criteria given in Table VII [67]. The aggregate pair-wise comparison matrix was consistent with CR value of 0.026. Using the aggregate pair-wise comparison matrix given in Table VII, the final priority weights of each criterion are calculated as given in Table VIII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of DM1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DM1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII
Based on the results obtained, it is observed that ‘Accessibility’ of the retail store to the customers has been considered most important by the DMs. This is due to the fact that for launching BOPS service in its retail stores, convenience of customers is of highest importance for the firm. According to the DMs, if the retail store being expanded as pickup point is not easily accessible to the customers, they will not prefer BOPS option over home delivery of their orders. On the other hand, ‘Population Characteristics’ is given least importance for evaluation of retail stores for expansion. The reason is that this attribute is of utmost importance in the location selection of setting up of new retail store which been decided upon by the company based on detailed customer survey, however the requirement at present is only to evaluate the existing retail stores for expansion as pick-up points. Based on these weights, each retail store is evaluated next to select the best suitable store for expansion using COPRAS-G.

2) Zone-wise evaluation of retail stores

The evaluation process of the retail stores is based on the judgements of the team of six DMs which are collected through a structured questionnaire. Specifically, for evaluation of stores with regard to the cost criterion, the individual retail store managers are also asked to provide the data. With the help of this data survey, an interval of rating of each retail store based on each qualitative criterion is obtained on a scale of 1 to 6; where 1 represents the lowest rating and 6 represents the highest rating and decision matrices are formulated for each retail zone. The normalized decision matrix for the first retail zone is represented in Table IX. The weighted decision matrix for each retail zone is given in Table X. These matrices are utilized to calculate relative significance values so obtained are represented in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGGREGATE PAIR-WISE COMPARISON MATRIX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KC5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE VIII |
| FINAL PRIORITY WEIGHTS OF CRITERIA |
| Criteria | Priority Weights |
| KC1 | 0.1851 |
| KC2 | 0.1711 |
| KC3 | 0.3708 |
| KC4 | 0.2175 |
| KC5 | 0.0555 |

| TABLE IX |
| NORMALIZED DECISION MATRIX FOR ZONE 1 |
| Criteria | KC1 | KC2 | KC3 | KC4 | KC5 |
| V3S Mall, Lakshmi Nagar | [0.1166, 0.1215] | [0.1200, 0.1600] | [0.0741, 0.1111] | [0.1429, 0.1786] | [0.1304, 0.1739] |
| Indirapuram, Ghaziabad | [0.1482, 0.1507] | [0.0800, 0.1200] | [0.1481, 0.1852] | [0.1429, 0.1786] | [0.1304, 0.1739] |
| Mahagun Metro Mall, Ghaziabad | [0.1409, 0.1458] | [0.1600, 0.2000] | [0.1852, 0.2222] | [0.1071, 0.1429] | [0.0870, 0.1304] |
| Great India Place, Noida | [0.1896, 0.1944] | [0.1600, 0.2000] | [0.1852, 0.2222] | [0.1786, 0.2143] | [0.1739, 0.2174] |
| Mall of India, Noida | [0.1944, 0.1993] | [0.2000, 0.2400] | [0.1852, 0.2222] | [0.1786, 0.2143] | [0.2174, 0.2609] |
| Logix City Center, Noida | [0.1968, 0.2017] | [0.1600, 0.2000] | [0.1111, 0.1481] | [0.1429, 0.1786] | [0.1304, 0.1739] |

| TABLE X |
| WEIGHTED NORMALIZED DECISION MATRIX FOR ZONE 1 |
| Criteria | KC1 | KC2 | KC3 | KC4 | KC5 |
| V3S Mall, Lakshmi Nagar | [0.0216, 0.0225] | [0.0205, 0.0274] | [0.0275, 0.0412] | [0.0311, 0.0388] | [0.0072, 0.0097] |
| Indirapuram, Ghaziabad | [0.0274, 0.0279] | [0.0137, 0.0205] | [0.0549, 0.0687] | [0.0311, 0.0388] | [0.0072, 0.0097] |
| Mahagun Metro Mall, Ghaziabad | [0.0261, 0.0270] | [0.0274, 0.0342] | [0.0687, 0.0824] | [0.0233, 0.0311] | [0.0048, 0.0072] |
| Great India Place, Noida | [0.0351, 0.0360] | [0.0274, 0.0342] | [0.0687, 0.0824] | [0.0388, 0.0466] | [0.0097, 0.0121] |
| Mall of India, Noida | [0.0360, 0.0369] | [0.0342, 0.0411] | [0.0687, 0.0824] | [0.0388, 0.0466] | [0.0121, 0.0145] |
| Logix City Center, Noida | [0.0364, 0.0373] | [0.0274, 0.0342] | [0.0412, 0.0549] | [0.0311, 0.0388] | [0.0072, 0.0097] |
As can be seen from Fig. 4, Mall of India, Noida; Pacific Mall, Subhash Nagar; DLF Promenade, Vasant Kunj; Khan Market; Unity One Mall, Rohini; Ambience Gurgaon and Connaught Place E Block have highest relative significance values in their respective clusters. Thus, these 7 retail stores are selected as expansion for functioning as pickup points for BOPS orders along with the traditional offline orders. Fig. 5 represents the selected locations on the geographical map of NCR. The retail store locations marked in blue have been selected for expansion.
As can be seen from the results obtained, from Zone 2 retail store located at Pacific Mall, Subhash Nagar has been selected for expansion. Although the cost of operating, expanding and inventory carrying is highest for that location in Zone 5 but it performs exceptionally better on other criteria like expansion possibility and attractiveness. The performance of this store in term of accessibility is also sufficiently well. Whereas, the retail store located at Ramphal Chowk, Dwarka in the same zone has the least cost but does not perform well in terms of other criteria of evaluation. Thus, the retail stores selected within each zone have been selected by achieving a trade-off between the performance of the retail store on the criteria considered for evaluation.

VI. THEORETICAL AND MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

The study contributes to the growing yet nascent literature related to the adoption of OC retailing and the reconfiguration of supply chain network for the same. This research is valuable to Indian retail firms who want to adopt OC retailing strategy. The research work done may help managers to develop strategic policies in effective implementation of BOPS for achieving significant organizational and competitive advantages. Managers involved in the implementation cannot focus on all organizational aspects simultaneously. They need to first focus on achieving operational efficiency by optimally utilizing the available resources with minimum extra investments. To begin with, selection of retail stores for expansion as pickup points for BOPS orders has been the research scope of the present study. Post selection of retail stores as pick up points, the firm can, at a later stage, focus on designing an effective logistics network.
A. Theoretical Implications

Based on the study, the following theoretical implications can be derived:

- OC retailing is already successful in developed nations and India being an emerging economy also has the available environment for such a strategy. Indian retail industry is expected to reach 1.2 billion US$ by 2021 and the retail sales are at their highest point in the history [76]. The results of the study lead to several implications which can support the firm in appropriate decision making. From the theoretical perspective, this paper provides a framework for Indian retail firms who want to capitalize all possible touchpoints through OC retailing. It can guide retail firms in understanding how BOPS strategy for OC retailing can be implemented in such a manner that maximum demand is satisfied in a cost-effective manner.

- The study presents an analytical framework which can significantly benefit the firm’s performance in terms of resource utilization, demand fulfillment and customer satisfaction by providing an integrated model for suitable selection of retail stores for expansion as pickup points. This strategic decision making must have hierarchical levels which can be identified based on the firm’s objectives like the objective of launching BOPS strategy, the aim of selecting limited number of retail stores, the goal of satisfying maximum demand and so on. In this research, we have achieved these objectives in a step-wise manner.

- The study provides an MCDM framework which can be used to model firm’s requirements in terms of goals and criteria for evaluation for practical decision making. The multiple objectives set to achieve for selection of a retail store have been translated in terms of criteria for evaluation of retail stores. Using an MCDM approach, the selection of appropriate retail store is done by obtaining a trade-off between these criteria.

- Also, the study has been conducted in a resource-based view fashion in which the firm’s existing resources have been utilized for external opportunities and achieving competitiveness. Considering the aforementioned decision-making outlook, in this study, instead of opening new locations for pickup points of BOPS orders, existing retail stores have been expanded which lead to maximum resource utilization.

B. Managerial Implications

The study aims to provide the managers of the firm with a thorough understanding of the issues at the strategic level so that an effective implementation of BOPS strategy can be achieved, as discussed below:

- From the practical perspective of BOPS adoption, the study highlights the importance of understanding the market behavior in terms of customer demand and customer accessibility. The extensive research carried on the identification of evaluation criteria allows understanding the significant role of the key factors such as various costs, accessibility, store characteristics and so on in the evaluation of retail stores. Considering various costs while selection allows the managers to focus on economic viability of the decision making. Moreover, evaluation on the basis of accessibility is important as the success of a pickup point highly depends upon its accessibility to the customers. Also, insights about the store characteristics like the number of checkout counters, inventory carrying capacity, availability of workforce, etc. is also important for managers while selecting the retail stores for expansion as it helps them in understanding the practical feasibility of expansion. The results show that the case study firm must focus on these significant criteria to enable a customer-oriented BOPS retail network.

- This assimilation of criteria derives the focus of management towards rating the criteria based on their preferences in such a way that customers’ expectations are incorporated appropriately. The ability to model the retail store’s performance on a set of criteria considering customers’ preferences will offer the firm the capability to maximize customer satisfaction and demand fulfillment.

- Further, the results of the study clearly validate that clustering of retail stores into retail zones based on Euclidean distances and selecting one retail store from each zone for expansion based on its capacity to cater to the customer demand can immensely increase the geographical reach of the firm and increase customer responsiveness. Through this study, the managers can thus effectively plan the logistics network design in the future.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The paper focuses on strategic implementation of OC retailing strategy for an Indian MC retail firm. The main aim of the study is to help the firm in selecting a fixed number of retail stores for expansion as pickup points. The distinguishing aspects of the proposed study are: (i) a mathematical framework for implementing BOPS strategy of OC retailing for an Indian MC retailing firm has been proposed which guides the MC retail firm in evaluating and selecting a subset of retail stores for expansion, (ii) an exhaustive list of criteria has been chosen through literature review and after due deliberations by the DMs for the evaluation of retail stores with focus on customers’ expectations. Through multiple focus group discussions, the large number of identified criteria are grouped based on the interdependencies amongst them and five key evaluation criteria are chosen namely; cost, expansion possibility, accessibility, attractiveness and population characteristics, (iii) an effective integrated MCDM methodology combining K-means clustering for construction of retail zones, AHP for deriving importance ratings of the criteria and COPRAS-
such service in the firm’s retail stores which is a good research work. Moreover, a graph theoretical approach can be used in the future for the formation of retail zones which will help in better strategy by Indian MC retail firms. Moreover, this study focuses only on the selection of retail store for expansion as pickup points, have not yet adopted the OC approach of retailing; therefore, the proposed model will serve as a base for implementation of BOPS more effectively; (iii) within the Indian context, the model has been developed for a particular MC retail firm under specific managers. Techniques like factor analysis, principal component analysis, and so on can be used to make the grouping of criteria leads to increased costs. The grouping of criteria has been done in this study using focus group discussions with various store managers. Techniques like factor analysis, principal component analysis, and so on can be used to make the grouping of criteria more effective; (iii) within the Indian context, the model has been developed for a particular MC retail firm under specific considerations. However, the model can be suitably generalized for other case studies as well. Since, most MC retail firms in India have not yet adopted the OC approach of retailing; therefore, the proposed model will serve as a base for implementation of BOPS strategy by Indian MC retail firms. Moreover, this study focuses only on the selection of retail store for expansion as pickup points, however, how the integration of offline and online channel supply chains can be established has not been explored upon. Such study would involve complexities like managing logistics flows, inventories, overlapping demands, lead times and so on. Considering these limitations, in future a more effective and suitable model can be developed based on the case under study. Moreover, a graph theoretical approach can be used in the future for formation of retail zones which will help in better representation of the geographical separation of the region. Also, the paper does not talk about the risk evaluation of launching such service in the firm’s retail stores which is a good research work in the future.
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